WFDSS NextGen
User Roles
Overview of Roles in WFDSS NextGen

- Flattening out roles (Wider permissions)
- Roles are becoming additive, so every role builds on the previous
- Users will only hold one role in the application at a time
- Application roles will be controlled through iNAP
Deprecated Roles in WFDSS NextGen

- Dispatcher – NextGen will only ingest incidents from IRWIN and no longer create incidents manually (except in Training)
- Data Manager – Spatial Fire Planning will no longer be managed in WFDSS and instead it is being migrated to the Spatial Fire Planning Service.
- Administrator – Many of the tasks' Administrators needed to do are no longer necessary
User Roles in WFDSS NextGen

- **Viewer (Anonymous in Classic)**
  - Only have access to their own profile
  - Auto granted for those with specific email domains
  - Parking lot for those waiting for role promotion

- **Incident Editor (Author in Classic)**
  - Can initiate incidents nation wide
  - Can add other collaborators to an incident
  - Can request fire behavior analyses

- **Fire Behavior Analyst**
  - Can accept fire behavior analysis requests & create new analysis
  - Can edit and delete their own analysis
  - Can copy anyone's analyses
  - Implicit collaborator on all incidents
Roles in WFDSS NextGen

- Geographic Area Editor
  - No longer constrained to GA, National permissions now
  - Will be responsible for granting roles in the application (iNAP)
  - Can disable and re-enable users (iNAP)

- Support
  - Can send broadcast messages / emails
  - Can update NPL (NPL = ??)
  - Can view Message queue
  - Can edit other users’ profiles